Estilo Exclusive Gardens: Annies Tehubijuluw 24-08-2013
Pictures of damaged or bad parts of the Irrigation system Do Golfe II.
This was discovered at the start and during maintenance of the garden.
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Bad and open connection on the
irrigation controller
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Sprayer top segment missing.
At the right side of lote 2
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New sprayer has been placed
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Open mini spray connections
spoiling a lote of water. At all lotes
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Open mini spray connections
spoiling a lote of water. At all lotes
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Mini sprayer lying on the ground not
irrigating any plant and thereby
spoiling a lote of water.
At all lotes

Cut through mini spray connections
spoiling a lote of water. At all lotes
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Unprofessional closed mini spray
tube end.
At all lotes

Two mainlines were flatted by the
tree roots, causing yellow grass.
In front at the left side of lote 2
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It was necessary to open the ground
and remove some roots. Not all roots
could be removed and this will
certainly cause more problems in the
future.
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It was necessary to open the ground
and remove some roots. Not all roots
could be removed and this will
certainly cause more problems in the
future.
Next problem area!
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Two asperazores were constantly
loosing water and the two
flowerbeds (around the
swimmingpool) at that area were
always very wet.
A lot of water was spoiled.
The problem was solved by putting
rubber rings on the underside of the
upper segment.
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A hedge at the right side of lote 2
was showing dry and dead parts.
The reason was that there was not
sufficient irrigation and it was also
bad distributed. Another reason is
that some private cleaners throw
there wastewater with cleaning
solution into the hedge.
The problem was partially solved by
installing new irrigation and also a
treatment of the hedge with special
fertilizing. The hedge is already
showing a lot of new green leaves.
Probably some plants have to be
replaced by new ones.
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